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MACAW EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM GROWS

Ever since American scientist Chris Vaughn decided to tackle the
macaw chick stealing problem in Costa Rica's Central Pacific back in
the 90's, his effort and dedication has grown exponentially, enriching
nearby towns through education. By promoting and explaining
conservation of the species, communities have learned and now the
young as well as the old are conscious, respectful and even proud of

their environment. Alongside ICOMVIS (International Institute of
Conservation and Management of Wildlife, in Spanish), Hotel and
Club Punta Leona, and the Minister of Public Education, Macaw
Lodge is proud to share the inauguration of the project in our
neighbor town las Delicias!

RECIPE OF THE MONTH: GALLO PINTO

For those who want to prepare our signature dish Gallo Pinto:
Ingredients
-3 cups of cooked black beans
-4 cups of cooked white rice
-1/2 onion finely chopped
-1 garlic clove, finely chopped
-4 tablespoons sunflower oil
-salt, black pepper, cumin to taste
-sweet pepper, cilantro to taste
Preparation
In a cooking pot, add sunflower oil and as it heats up, add chopped onion
to 'sofry'. 'Sofrito' is the base of Costa Rican and Latin American cuisine,
and means to lightly fry, typically using tomatoes, onions, garlic and
peppers. In our recipe, we vary it slightly. Onion goes first, then once it is
golden, add the garlic, then the beans, cumin, salt and pepper. Mix. Lastly
add the rice and cook the mix for 20 minutes at medium fire. The sweet
pepper is added 10 minutes before serving to the mix. The cilantro is
added individually once it is served.

LOCALS UP CLOSE

Every morning we wake up to our daily tasks in the company of
friendly locals: green and brown, small and big, aquatic or
terrestrial. The residents of our lagoon seek their branch or patch of
marsh just as the Sun's rays rise. The Green Ibis quietly meditates on
it's branch, the restless Charming Hummingbirds at hand's reach
each circling around the Verbena, the Bare-throated Tiger-heron
slyly walking around the water looking for fish. The group of
Muscovy Ducks craftily waiting for the banana to be placed on the
feeder which attract an array of other species to be watched. Take
your time to appreciate the orchestra of movements, colors and

gestures that the members of our patio add to the beauty of our
mornings: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1LmtWkZfIQ
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